
Gaming 8K@120Hz DisplayPort 2.1 Cable (C1626GY 1M/2M/3M)

Product Features:

• Ultimate Gaming Experience: UNITEK 16K DisplayPort Cable is compatible with all popular graphics

cards and monitors, delivering unparalleled performance. Unlike 4K/8K DP cables, this DisplayPort

cable offers a remarkable 80Gbps bandwidth, HBR3, DSC 1.2a capabilities. Dynamic HDR technology

enriches dark scenes and brings out intricate details, while the 32-bit audio ensures crystal-clear

captures of enemy footsteps and breathing, especially in FPS and 3A gaming masterpieces. Immerse

yourself in the thrill of multi-screen gaming with MTS multi-stream transmission. This all-in-one

DisplayPort cable is designed to cater your gaming needs for the next decade.

• Wide Compatibility：The DisplayPort cable enables direct connectivity between desktops, laptops

and monitors. It is fully compatible with a wide range of monitors including Odyssey G8, G9, CHG90,

CRG9, BenQ, iiyama, Alienware and others. This cable seamlessly interfaces with popular graphics

cards such as 4090, 4080ti, 4070ti, 3090, 7900XTX, and more. It supports DP, DP++, DisplayPort++,

as well as G-Sync, Free-Sync and Adaptive-Sync technologies. Designed for use with graphics cards

and monitors equipped with Displayport ports

• Ergonomic Design & Anti-Interference：The DP Cable features a buckle-free and groove design at

the port, ensuring protection against accident damage. The groove design allows for easy cable

removal in tight spaces. The conductor is constructed with 28AWG tinned copper and incorporates

triple shielding, providing excellent resistance to EMI interference. This cable is built to be 10 times

more durable than PVC cables. With its double nylon braided construction and 24K gold-plated

connectors, you can trust in a worry-free experience without artifacts or audio/video issues.

Description: This UNITEK 16K DisplayPort 2.1 supports high resolutions up to 16K, (15360*8640)@60Hz with 

DSC, 8K@120Hz, 4K@240Hz/ 165Hz/ 120Hz/ 144Hz, 2K@360Hz. UNITEK 16K DP 2.1 cable is 

certified by the VESA Association. Our cable is backward compatible with DisplayPort 2.0 and 

older versions, it supports dynamic HDR, HDCP 2.2, DSC1.2a with refresh rate up to 240Hz. It also 

offers flawless audio pass-through for uncompressed digital audio channels at 7.1, 5.1 and 2.0, 

complemented by 3D stereo imaging technology, to enhance your immersive entertainment and 

gaming experience.

Pieces/Carton:  30/60 pieces/ carton

Compatible with 16K@60Hz Resolution.

Dimensions 37.5mm x 21.6mm x 10.5mm

Output DisplayPort

Maximum resolution 16K@60Hz, 8K@120Hz, 4K@240Hz

Cable Length 1M/ 2M/ 3M

Material/ Colour Aluminium Alloy/ Space Grey

Package Contents:              1 x DisplayPort Cable 2.1.
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